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Abstract

a

Teacher Development*

1

This qualitative study' determined the perceptions of selected elementary
4

school teachers concerning their personal and professional development.

The sample consisted of 13 women and 2 men who were teaching in suburban ,---

public school districts.- They ranged in school teaching experience ftom

4 to 28 yearg. ...!.We data were collected by a lenthy'focused interview
4"

with each teacher. The data were qualitatively analyzed by the constant

t ,

comparative method of qualitative' analysis proposed by Glastar and Strauss

(1967, 1970); 'The most striking finding was the evidence for stages of.'-)

teacher career development. With some variability between teachers, the

first year; the second, third, and_fourth years-; and the fifth year and
t,

beyond displayed distinct. characteristics.',
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Teachers' Perceptions,of Their Personal and Professional Development

ISCpool teachers Are irre profession offering 1ittle.professiOnal

, /'

advancement, yet information about human developient,oareer development',

teacher characteristics, the occupation of teaching, and,teacher career

development indicates the likelihood.Of significant teacher change

during the teaching'years. But how doteachers%develoP, personally and ..10

.7
professionally, over the years?

Adult development is a product of many forces -- genetic, physic),

logical, ecological, so4a1, end cultural (Clausen,-1972). There is

evidence that desvelopmentthrough thp life sparroccuis in stages since'

acquisition of certain abilittes must wait on the maturation of the indi-
._

vidual -(Lidz, 1968, pp. 79-99). When biological and psychological changes

occur, there are 'sequential changes in environmental events in a person's

life (e.g. marriage, parenthood, changing eras) which might affect the

professional lives of .teachers.

Research has been conducted to identify ways in which teachers

* develop and function in their adult live's. Hunt and hiss associates (1971)

. .

at the TItario Institute for Studies in Education have conductedthe

most comprehensive studies of the adult development of teachers,*demon-,

strating that teachers at more advanced developmental e'werewere vieiresti

as more effective classroom teachers in e/gral ways. Additional studies

are reviewed by BentS and Howey (1981).,

Some studies have-eximined isolated varlables in teacher development

and thus failed to indicate the context in'which the dels,relOPmen;t occurred.
t, -

For instance,, many studies examine teacher career changes kb attitudes.

. .
4
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and outlooks or the sequence of learnings of ,necessary job skills or

job events. The context is essential for the understanding of the event
.

becausga the role that the event plays within the context is one of the
7'N. I

determiners of meaning of the event (GurAtsch, 196). Other studies

provide insight into the thinking and behavior but little attention has

been given to examining thestea cher8''changes throughout their entire

careers'. Some researchers have examined only first year'or beginning

teachers (e.g. Applegate et al., 1977; Gehrke, 1976; McIntosh, 1976).,

Fuller (1969) summarized some studies of beginning teachers.

I

Fuller and Bown (19.75) identified four stages in the process of

becoming a teacherafter reviewing research 15y Fuller and others.

Fuller (1970) proposed three phases of teacher development. Details

about job eve nts, attitudes, and learningqin these ports were sparse.

1
Newman (1978) obtained middle-aged experience teachers'

A

perceptions

of their 'oareer development, reporting that three stages of career Bevel-
,

40 c-

ument emerged from the teachers' experiences. ,Three,attitudirial phases

of teacher career development were reported in a study. of.50,retiref.
I

teachers conducted by Peterson (1978).'

The research reviewed above provides incomplete information about

changes in skills, behaviors, and attitudes over the entire teaching

career. Additional information is needed about the.effects of human

development, career development, the teaChers' own personal chio.racteris-'

tics, and the teaching occupation.

The purpose of this study was to determine teachers' perceptions'

of their personal and professional development for their entire careers

5
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by conducting focused interviews with experienced teachers.
*

Specifically,,

this study obtained teac1ers perceptions of:

1. Characteristics of their personal and professional
development

2. 'Influences of the professional environment on development

3. Influences of the personal environment on development

4. Influences of supervisory practides on development

5. -Preferre types of school environment and supervisory
practice to facilitate development

The focused interview allowed the teachers to *reflect on.any vari-'

ables they thought were.important to their careers. They could relate

key variables that affected the personal and professional development

. and discuss how those variables might have changed over the years, Giorgi

(1967) said the essential phenomenon as-it was lived end experienced by
r

the subjects should be capture inan interview; otherwise the research
. .

would lose much of its value. e'focused interview allowed for this

phenomenon.

Method.

Subjects

The sample disted of 15 public school teachers frbm eidit suburban

school districts i central Ohio. The .thirteen women and, two men were

teaching at the elementary level (K-6). .The'teachers ranged in school

teaching expdrience from 4 to 28 years;

Because of the relatively small sample size, a number of criteria

were. established for this exploratory study to narrow the range of varia-
/

.bility or the teachers interviewed. The sample included only regular
. ,

V
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clIssroom teachers who had their entire teaching experience at the elemen-

tary level, those with limited delays frdithe end of high school and (the.
.
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start of teaching, and those with few breaks in service/once starting to
/

teach.

Interview Guide

The focused interview's distinguishing characteristics made it

particularly useful in'uncOvering a div rdity of responses which Were

salient to the teachers as they descri d their careers: \
An nterview guide was developed which followed the focused inter-

view guidelines proposed by Merton, Fiske, and Kehdall (l956).c,

There is inherent flexibility in the interviewer's qpnduct, due to

the.necessity of responding_to new emerging data. After the teacher

completed,the description of the first year, the investigator provided a

transition so the teacher would discuss the second yeal in a similar

manner. Eac.) successive year and each school setting was discussed,

Six experimental interviews were conducted to: (a) test the design

of the interview, (b) improve the interview skills of the interviewer, and

(c) develop consistency in the interviewer's

Procedures for Data Collection

The teachers who agreed' to' thesintervievf were

outlined the objectives of the study, reminded them

interview, and assured them of anonymity. With "the

nt a letter which

of the tape

letter was a school

recorded

data sheet which the teacher was asked to com ete prior to the interview.
AN.

The data sheet was used as an aid to the inv stigator during the interview

but also as a means of stipulating the teachers -' memories of specific

r

gt
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details or general pattern of careers Also inclUded. with the

letter were ten sample guPP-0-04_to_give the teachers some idea of the-

topics

,1'
that might be addressed in the interview.

Data Analysis

. v .

The audio tapes of the inte *ew were transcribed onto note cards
c /-' d

and were later typed consecutivelY'n typing paper. Definitional guide-
-

....

lines were developed which served as a basis of decision when coding the

ideas provided by the teachers.' The constant comparative method of

qualitative anaIis proposed by Glaser (1965) and Glaser and;Strauss
mg

(1967,.1970) was use -to analyze the data. Thismethod involved the

comparison of the

the determination of topical categories.

4iesults

Perceptions of Personal Characteris ios

1'
Compared to their firstyear of teaching, the teachers at the time

ideas which were coded into each study objective and

of the interview noted growthin the following ways:

1. Growth in Confidence and Happiness: more self - confident,
happy, comfoirtable and positive with themselves compared
to their first year of teaching

2., Growth in Maturity, Capability, and Affability: more
mature, papable, considerate, and understanding compared
to their first year

3. Growthin Flexibility: more easy-going, down-to-earth,
--TegiTa, and gentle .compared to their first Year

4, Growth in eri-minde ess: more open to ideas and activi-
ties, more willing to ry newthings, and more willing to
share -and glvo ideas as ,ompared to the l. firstollear

5. Growth in Assertiveness an Expressiveness: more opinion -
e ana more willing to express those opinions compared

to their first year

8°
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6. Growth in Egocentrism: more concerned with the personal
lieffect of .certain. issues compared to their first yea;

d

4

7. Unchanging Qualities: some fundamental personal character- i

istics. Fete unchanged since starting to teach (shyness,
dependence, independence, etc.)

-

'4Perceptions of Professional Characteristics

Information that the teachers revealed about professional character-

istics resulted inthe yearly stages and categories listed below. There

vlere qualitative differences in the knowledge, attitudes, skills, and

behaviors in the first few years.

The first year. The first year seemedto be distinct because it

presented unique Conditionsand experiences for the teachers. The

info7zmation, the teachers provided are reported in the topical categories

lised
.

,

\ A

1. Limited knowledge of leaching Activities: limited know-
` ledge of teaching methods, lesson planning, learnipg prob-

lems, record keeping;notivating and disciplining stu-
dents; unorganized

2 . Limited Knowledge of Tea hing Environment; limited knOw-
ledge of children's characteristics (personalities, beha-
vior, attention spans, achievement levels, interests),
school curriculum, subject matter, school rules and-regu-

, latida, discipline limits

, I

3. Conformed to an Image They Held of Teachers: adopted an
imageof what a teacher-should be and conformed to that
images, taught in a traditional manner, didnot want to '
complain

4. Limited'Professional Insight and Pereeptionr too wrapped
, up in their own activities to see other aspects of their
' professional environment,lunable to identify causes of

student misbehavior, unable to see-themselves objectively

5. Subject-centered 'Approach .to Curriculum and Instruction:
teaching the subject and preparing the students acadeM-

* ically seen as main goal; limited personal contact with
the children

9
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6. Feelingof Uncertainty, Confusion, and Insecurity:
feelings of inadequ=y; uncertain and confused about
many aspects of the job; worried about how to teach and
about not teaching correctly

7. Unwilling to Try New Teaching Methods: unwilling to try .

teaching methods they,, were unfamiliar with while they were
'still trying to Master initial'Methods

Second,-third, and fourth years. The information the teachers

provided about the second, third, and fourth years Included a number

of comma\professionalcharacteristics which are presented below:

1. Increased Knowledge of Teaching Activities: .refined and
improved teaching techniques, more knowledge in planning
.and organizing subject matter, more knowledge about dif-
fvent teaching techniques, more knowledge to anticipate
did relate subject matter

2. ,Increased Knowledge of Teaching Environment: more know-
ledge of children's characteristics, increased knowledge
And ability to anticipate events, More knowledgeable and,
comfortable with subject matter, better understanding of
What does and does not work in the_classroom

3. Gradually Abandoning the Image They Held of Teachers:
gradually stopped conforming to an image and started'

,using the teaching techniques that worked best for them,
allowed their own personality to come out more

4. Gradually Gaining More Professional Insight, and Perception:
more insight into the complexity of the professional
'environment; saw children in more,complex ways and were
able to respond to their needs more capably , 4

5. Atrproach. to Curriculum and Instruction: Starting to See .

the Child as a Person: .learned'more and bee e more con-
cerned with the child's self-concept, tried t deal more
With the individual

6. Gaining Confidence, Security, and Maturity: more comfort-
. z able with ?hat they wk.() doing, with the subject matter,

and withthe teaching techniques they used; more relaxed
and sure of themselves

7. Willing to Experiment With New Teaching Techniques: will-
ing to experime*t with diffe7;at teaching techniques
after mastering some initial skills; saw the need to use

, more teaching techniques to meet the needs of the children

JO
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The fifth yeavand beyond. The information the teachefs provided

about the fifth year and beyond included a number of prOfessional
, /

teriStics as presentecbelow:

1. KnOwl of Teaching Activities: good command' of plan-
ning'an organizational skills; knew many aspects df the
job well; ore able to adjust teaching to accomplish more
knew different 'ways of teaching .

2. Knowledgof Teaching Environment: knew the'children,
curriculum, and teaching methods quite well; much know-
ledge due te.cumulative value of teaching experiences

.

3. Continuing to Abandon the /Image They Held-of Teachers:
gradually stopped conforming to the image and started using
the teaching techniques that worked best for them; continu-

,aed to let their own persOnality come but more

4. ContinuingAto Gain More'Professional Insight/and percep-
tion: ContEUed to ,become ,more percept*eAlif the com-
plexities of the professional environment; viewed the
children in more complex ways and were able to.respond to
children's qualities more capably

5. Child-centered Approach to CurriEuT a and Instruction:
'concerned with teaching the -individual child and with
rerationshiPs with the children; mori.personal emphasis
in instruction; more concern with,establishing and
maintaining'a good classrooilenvironment so warm r'iation-
shire could exist

4.
6. Feelings of Confidence; Security, and Maturity: 'sensed .

'they could 'handle most situations they might encounter;',
... . .

confident ,and secure' feelings; willing to try new thingsl
feelings of being-a mature teacher

Continually Willing to Experiment With New Teaching Tech-
niques: willing to continually experiment) with new teach-
,ing techhiques tb increase their competence, pabsively ".

accept.change, .keep their teaching interetingSfor
,_them'

, .
...........c.

Most teachers indicated that their personal lives affected their

teaching. anti, in turn,, their teaching affected their personal lives.

*1
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Influences'of the Professional 11*

/

' Environment on Development --

1 . , . . .

. The tevhers provided information about the conditions'which -

-
,

existed in the professional environment during their teaching 34kars.

. .
.

I, These conditions ar listed below in descending order of fre'quency:. .

.
.

.

' . .

(a) other teachers, (b) the school building, (c)_the children; (d),parents

and the community, (e) workshops and inservice days,'W.the school

district, (g) Society, (h) the curriculum, (i) teachers' duty, committee's.;

and extra-curricular activities, and (j) the teaching professkon.

Influences of the Personal '

Environment on Develo-6ment. , f
.

.

.The.teacherS'provided infoription abdut conditions in their personal ..

1-,
.

,

.

lives that affected their rcteaching. 'Influences'pior.to teachipg in- --
- .

cfuded: (a) prior.contact with childreito (0) .reasaft4,for'going-into
_ . .

. . _
. .,

0.ementeary edUcation, ko) theg. teacher --taai.i-ling, and (d) Family experiences.
.

... i,.
.

.

.

' -,

Influences_sincre' starting toteach iholtded (a) their interests-and acti-7
.

,

vitae's outside theyhool, ',1)) Spouses, (9) relatives (d) their own
, ..

. . i

er.children, (e) friends and othteadhers, (f) non-teaching jobs, .32a
t -

(g) other circumstances of life.
-...-

\ ., 0
.

Influentes of,Supervisv

. practices on Development

Supervisory practiceShich existed in the schools were discussed

-by the teachers. ey mentioned principals, other supervisory personnel,'

andthe absence of administrato1rs or supervisors. While discussing the
%

0

of
principals, the teachers talked about such qualities as personality,

*I&
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professionalism, helpfulness,. supportiveness, affability, dogmatism,

and judgment.

Preferred School Environment
I

. During the'discussion of their careers, some teachers suggested ways

or improve the school .environment. Ir1 descending order of

they mentioned,principals',0other teachers; the administration,

sources of assistance, lunchanil 'vecess duty, supplies, the

to change

frequence

students;

schpol building, class Size,'inservice programs, recognition,

and salary.

Discussion

The most striking finding was the evidence for stages of teacher,

career develoPMent.. The teachers described. different characteristics

during identifiable periodsn their careers. The changes seemed to

.02

%dB

4
occur in an ordered,-hierarchial sequence with each year characterized by

different types of changes, The changes occlirred gradually and were

.cumulative. (See Table 1 on page 22.)

Year phases seemed to apply to each teacher's development. The

first year; second, third, and fourth years; and the fifth year and beyond

displayed distinct characteristics, with some variability between teachers.

Ateach phase or stage, there seemed to be an increae'of knoWledge,

leading to a chhnge 'in a-.btitudelwhich' increased Ability, and subsequently

changed job performance.c,Many of` the professional characteristics exhib-

4*ited at each phase were intertwined.

In the first year,'mahy of the professional characteristics exhibited

were intertwined4 For example, it appears that because the teachers did not

13.
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recognize the complexity of the environment and had limited 'knowlede,

and skills/ they taught he subject rather than the child:N Teachers also

recalled their first year as a time of concern about themselves in relation

to their professional responsibilities. They were primarily concerned'

about their adequacy in: (al maintaining classroom control, (b) teaching

the subject, and (c) improving their teaching skill4 (e.g. lesson panning,'

grading, organizing units and materialS).

Several teachers approached the early years as a trial period., They

were not certain if they wanted to make a.career of teaching and used

their experiences to determine their future course of action.

The second, third; and fourth years brought several notable differ-

ences in the teachers' professional characteristics as compared to their

first year. The teachers were,much.more comfortable with their teaching

in this second phase of development. They were more relaxed and not as

nervous as they were the first year. They stopped worrying about them-

selves and started looking at larger concerns,in the teaching situatio

As they started to see the complexities in the children, they $o yew

teaching techniques to meet the wider range of needs they were beginning

to perceive. Theteachers expressed more of their own personalities in

the classroom'in the second, third, and fourth years by letting themselves

be more open and genuine with the children-. Their experience increased °

their knowledge and abilities, and the teachers felt they were developing
404

skills and meeting the children's need more capably. There was less

concern in the second; third, and fourth years with the teaching situation
%).

as a problem area.

. 14
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The teachers. in the fifth yeat'and beyond were concerned with

meeting the ?feeds of the children and theit relationship with the

children. At this point, many teachers felt like "mature" teachers.

They had a good command of teaching activities, understood the teaching

environment, and felt more mature and secure. They used what worked for

them and abandoned the image of 'a teacher they thought they had to

fulfill.. They were willing to try new teaching methods since theyiihad

mastered many teaching skills. As they became more perceptive,
a

they recognized the complex.needs of the children and adopted amore

' child-centered approach to curriculum and instruction.
.

4.

p
,

Teachers in their fifth year and beyond generally became more committed ,

to their careers and were satisfied with their chosen profession. They also

accepted change as a gradual process rather than a threat.

There was a relative'lack of change expressed by the teachers in the
. .

4
fifth yedr and beyond as compared to the first four years. Most changes

in job events (gxade levels, schools, districts) occurred in the first

several years, after which the teachers made relatively fewer.changes.

Most changes in acquisition of necessary job skills and behaviors'were

also reported for the first four yeats of teaching. Mostfchanges in atti-

tudes and outldoks came gradually; again, more changes were identified

in the first four years.

Other teachers profoundlY influenced the development of the teachers
ik

in thig study by being a source of ideas and materials; they were people

the teachers could go to and discuss educational ideas and philosophies

to challenge and clarify their An positions.

7
r o
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The teachers' accumulated kxperience appear

affect thSir,personaland professional developme

their knowledge of children .the subject matter

and other aspects of teaching, the teachers had
4

upon when confronting new situations.

The teachers' developtent was significant)

action between their personal lives and their p

visory practLces had less impact on the, teache

4
have been expected.
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to significantly

As they increased

teaching techniques,

ore resources to draw

Recommendations and Im licatio

Information obtained In this study about t

characteristics may be a useful guide for under

inservice.edlicators,

better meet teachers'

and for supervisors and a

Feeds at different stages

implications for research methodology when examining teacher career

affected by the inter-
. ,

fessional lives. Super-

development Ahan might

,

achers' developmental

aduate, graduate, and

inistrators so they may

This study also has

development.

Implications of the research and recommendations are provided th-the

\,
following areas: (1) research, (2) undergraduate teacher education,

(3) graduate teacher education, (4) inservice teacher education, and

(5) supervision -and administration.

Research

Several investigations would lead to substantiation and inter-

pretation of the majolt findings of this study.

Recommendation: that research be undittaken to describe the
characteristics of teachers' personal and professional
development and the influences on that development

oe

I
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Recommendation: that research be undertaken to determine
I.

whether stages expressed by the fifteen teachers apply, to
other teachers' experiences

,ReCommendation: that teachers' developmental characteristics
bCcompared-With evidence on adult development

RecomMendation: that teachers' developmental characteristics_
be.cciMpared with career development in other occupations
offering horizontal advancement

Methodological modifications might prove helpful in.identify-
,

ing teachers' personal and professional characteristics. The teachers

in this study were interviewed once for an average tithe of two houes

and. 10 minutes,. Longer, more detailed interviews may provide a

fuller view of teacher development. Fooilsed interviews would allo

teachers th ortunity to express issues during the interview whi
,

were important to them rather than being confined to a rigid set of

structured questions' predetermined by the investigator.

Recommendation: that investigators, of teacher development
increase the length and depth of teacher interviews

Recommendation: that 3,nvestigators of teacher development
use focused interviews to allow teachers the opportunity to
express issues important to them

Xn'this study, teachers were the only source of data on them-

selves. Teachers in future studies could be asked to collect photo-
-.

graphs, notes, lesson plans, diaries, or other pertinent records

which would refresh their memories of details of their development.

As these materials are obtained, the teachers would begin tothink

about their development prior to the interview. Richer, more detail=

ed interviews would result.

Recommendation: that investigators; of teacher development
have teachers collect pertinent records prior to the interviews

. 17
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The fifteen teachers were interviewed at a single:point in

their careers. A cross sectional. ample such as the one used in this

st1.3dy does not have uniform historical, cultural, and social'

influences0for given points ,in teachers' careers. A,longitudinal

study would overcome this variable and provide richer Information

for the develpment of indiyidual teachers.

Recommendation: that investigators of teacher development'
indertak nal study following teacherslfrom their
first year to retirement

The listing of rharactristics and influences on the teachers'

perso1al and prolOssional development in this study did not reveal

the context in-which the ,change's occurred. To illustrate the con-
, .

.
text, the data were presented in several ways, including the use of

topic 1 summaries, a case study, and idiosyncratic examples. Future

studie of teacher development would provide a more meaningful view

of the development if theYalso.illustrated the context in which the

development occurred.

'Recommendation: that investigators of teacher development
report data to reveal thtscontext in which the. development
occurred

Most teachers in this study completed their,teacher training

a number of years ago when there were fewer field experiences in

teacher education programs compared to recent requirements. Most

teachers repo;ted difficulty due to a lack of knowledge and skills

during their first year. any.teacher education programs todiy in-

clude a great deal more field experience. Future studied could com-

pare teacher education programS with and without extensive field

experiencb to determine which program better prepared teachers for
. -

'their first yearof teaching.

.18
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Recommendation: that investigators of teacher development
study the relative,value of field experiences in predervice
teacher education '.

The teachers - interviewed in this study had committed them-
,

selved to a teaching career. Teachers who dropped out of teaching

were nat interviewed and their developmental characteristics and
, .

influences are not known.. Future studies could identify. character-

istics and influences on the development of the teachers who dropped

out to identify reasons why teachers resigned their positions.

Recoimendation: that investigators of teacher education
examine the developmental characteristics and influences of
teachers who resigned their positions

if Undergraduate teacher education

Teachers who had more field experience in their teacher
f
train-

ing programs felt better prepared in their first year of teaching

than those who had:less preservice field experience1 Many teachers

reported having 110.ted knowledge and skills when they started teach-
-,

ing, and felt they struggledrthrpugh the first year. More extensive

contact with children in a classroom setting -- befOre'the first

year of teaching --might produce better tidegrs. The merits of

a one-year internship with a cooperating teacher should be,examined,

Recommendation: that' preservice teacher educators examine
the merits of more extensive field experience to better prepare
their students for the first year of teaching.

The teachers in this studyjreported their primary first year

concerns and deficiencies4:: with: (1) maintaining classroom

control, (2)'-teaching the subject, and (3).improVing their teaching

(

19
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'skills (lesson planning, organizing units and materials, grading,

and knowing the curriculum and what to teach). PreserIce teacher

educators' could examine and revise content in teacher training pro,-

grams-to better prepare the students for the problems of their first

year

Recommendation: that preservice teacher educators examine
and revue content in teacher trainingrprograms to better °

prepare students for the problems of their first year

Graduate teacher education

The teachers in this study took most of their graduate courses

in their second through fifth years of teaching. TeacherS at these

years of service were looking for alternative teaching methods and
6

were in the process of committing thems%lves to educational philo-

sophies. Teacher educators who conduct, graduate courses should con, -

sider the characterisiics_and needs of teachers who enroll in their

classes and design their con nt accordingly.

Recommendation: that eacher educators who conduct, graduate
courses consider the characteristics and needs of their
students when selecting course' content and designing learning
experiences

Inseritice teacher education 0

Several teachers in this study didnot participate in inser-

vice programsyet acquired knoWledgeand developed skills by other

means. Many teachers appreciated t ariety of inservice prograM

topics and participated regularly. Most teachers obtained new ideas

from other teachers during informal times or during formal meeting

2
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times arranged by supervisors or administrators. Each teacher devel-

oped professionally yet there were many Aths to ihat...develdpment.

Recommendations that inservice Programs be designed with
the 'recognition that there are many patterns of Irofessional,
development

__-
The teacherS in this study reported_many problems with main-_ ;

-

taining'discipline, teaching the subject, and improving their teach-

ihg skills the first year.. They reported that were seeking new

ways of teaching in the second; third, and fourth years, and that\they

were in the process of committing themselves to educational-philo-
,

sophies. Fewer needs- were expressed for thelater years of service.
r-

Recommendation: that inservice programs-deal primarily with
.the needs and concerns of teachers in the first four years of
teaching

. .
_

i .
.Teachers ink this study, reported 'tea they learned from other

teachers. The, needs and skills at various yeat4ef service could be',

considered and teachers could help other teacherss

Recommendatidn: that inservice programs give teachers the
opportunity to formally and informally interact

'Recommendation: that, inservice proqams'use eicperienced
teachers to assist teachers in their first four years of
teaching

1 , ,
.4,

I:
..

f"

Many teachers expressed problems when dealing with tension
,

..,,d .

which resulted from their professional activities. The tenSion was

often released :3.n some forma in their personal life, sometimes with

negative consequences.

Recommendation: that inservice programs help teachers, under-
stand and release tension generated in their profeSsional
activities

7
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Many teachers ha not examined their teaching careers in detail
eFiEa

until the interview provided them the opportunity.

'a better understandingof themselves and may be

'their own development'better,if they had info

acteristics of teacher career develdpment,.

Recommendation: that inseryioe
learn about the characlieristias

arid allow them to reflect about

Supervision and administration

Teachers may\have

Ible to facilitate

tion ihout the Char-

.

progreMs allow teachers to
of teacher.dareer. development
their own development

fl

Many supatisors and,administratort described in t his study

did not provide support, and if they did'," it often was not the right

kind of support or it was delivered at the wrong time. 'L

Recommendation: that", supervisors and admin strators receive -

training about the characteristics, of teacher career develop-
ment and the influences on ,that develotment

Many supervisors an d eArtiinistrators described in this
. 4

not challenge the teachers to develop further: Nor did they'provide-,

study did

the teachers with the support theyo'needed. William Perry (1970) sug-
O

4Bested that a balance of challenges andt5,supports is needed to faci-,
.

., .3..

litate development. .

Recommendation: that supervisors. and aaministratorS' provide
° a balance of challenge and supportfor each teacher to faci=

litate development' - .

1
.

Recommendation:: that supervisolg and administrators provide
differentiated experientes,and planned intervention when

. designing inservice programs or-developmental activities
.

Ais
- -

.

..,
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4
The purpose of this study was to determine teachers' perceptions

of their personal and professional developmental characteristics and to

identify influenes on that development. This study adds to the

data base fors'4.0.1ding a theory of teacher careet development.' Others

have called for the development of this theory (e.g..Schutes, 1975;

Ryan, 1979; Sprinthall, 1980; McNergney and Crook, 1980; Sprinthall and
.

' Theis - Sprinthall, 1980). In a review of teacher education and theory.

development, Schalock (1980) focused'on the absent research. Thitudy

provides rich, detailed data aboutaevelopmental CharaCteristics of and

influences on the teaching career.

9
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TABIE 1

TEAC RS ' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR
PROF SIONA1 CHARACTERISTICS

.

PROFESSIONAL '

CHARACTERISTICS .

A

.

10

SECOND, THIRD FIFTH YEAR ,

FIRST YEAR SAND FOURTH YEARS AND LATER
.

...

.

. Kn e OF
LNG ACTIVITIES

,P

.
.

'Lotted knowledge increasing knowledge of
planning and ankpization

.

good command of
teaching activities

KN OWLETEACHING

ENVIRONMENT
DGE,OP

,,

-..

limited knowledge

_

increasing knowledge of
_children; sChool,curriculum,
and teaching method*

good command of
teaching environment'

i'- IA

CHM:GING IMAGES Op
TEACHING

conformed to perceived
image of teaching gradually abandoned imagb they held about teaching

. . .

,J

/fLOFE§SIO:ZAI: INSIGHT

AND PERCEPfloN '''

.

halted insight.
.

and perception

,

gradual ingretse in perception and insight

APPROACH T9 CURRICULUM
AND INSTRUCTION

(

.

subjectcentered
curricular approach

transitional period finding
that students are people

child-centered
curricular approach

.-.

PROFESSIONAL CONFIDENCE,
SLCURITY, MATURITY

1
uncertain, confused

,

.

gradually more confident
about subject matter and
teaching,techniquee

,
confideatv secure

- .

WILLINGNESS To TRY NEW
TEACHING METHODS

A.

unwilling to tryi still
mastering others

willing to experimmnt with
new teaching methods

continually trying new
teaching methods

.
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Footnotes

1. This paper is a condensed form of the original research report.

That, report is:

Burden, Paul R. Teachers' perceptions of the characteristics

and influences on, their personal and professional develop-

ment (Doctoral dissertation, The Ohio State University,

1979). Dissertation Abstracts International, 1980, 40,

5404A, (121Lersity Microforms No. 8008776)

2. Corresponderie co ing this article s ld be sent to:

Dr. Paul R. Burden 4

Kansas State Xhiversity
Dept, of Curriculum and Instruction
Manhattan, Kansas 66506
(913) 532-6158 or 532-5550
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